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About This Game

Love is in the air. And so is Solitaire!
Enter the enchanting world of Jewel Match as you fall head over heels for this charming new Solitaire adventure!

Discover and rebuild 5 gorgeous scenes as you follow each passionate couple across the land. Play 200 levels, plus 50 bonus
mahjong levels to unlock! Dozens of game play variations add to the classic Solitaire, such as obstacles, power-ups, frozen

cards, and more!

Search every last level for gems and coins that you can use to purchase new upgrades for each scene, plus aim for the elusive
“Perfect” in each level.

Bring your sweetheart and a deck of cards, because all is fair in love and solitaire.

Features

200 lovely Solitaire levels.

5 beautiful scenes to build.

50 replayable bonus mahjong levels!

Choose between several delightful card designs.
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Tons of game play variations and power-ups.
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I have most of my time trying to get to run on my PC and have still not play the game. The game doesnt work with modern PC
and unless you don't want wasting time and money then dont try. Unless the game just work then I would give a honest review..
wow!!! super very fun!!!!!. Bought it when it was 90 cents, entertaining if you like polandball.. quot;I CAN'T DO THAT". I
heard that about a 1000 times and it sounds pretty lame. Controls are awkward and clunky making ranged attacks pointless in
comparison to the melee counterparts.. Too many areas where you get stuck in basically nothing and cant move without
♥♥♥♥♥slapping someone out of your way or juggling through 5 characters. It happens often which gets annoying because
you're on a narrow track with little room to navigate in. Other than that it's too much like Diablo only worse overall.. Really like
this game a lot, can't stop playing it, and it helps if you like wine!. game. no new and innovative items. bugs. bugs. aaand its just
boring.. Review: This game is fun, funny and ridiculous. I love it. Buy it. 6 hundred and 66 thumbs up.. Long lived Nightmares
for the low *low* price of 4.99$.. Recent updates - 8 August 2016. This game is dead.
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Pretty fun, not big enough community, blow stuff up. They even have a discord server. If you are a console gamer, this is a good
game to transition to, especially because of controller support. It's more optimized than Fallout. Have fun with this, and bring
more of your friends into the community! It's kinda lonely here! Other than that, this game is an amazing work of art. The
developers talk to you in the discord server! Imagine Duck Game but tanks and more whistles and less quacks. It's a perfect
game for even an intel compute stick. All in all, this game is amazing and I would love for more people to play.. very nice game
short but cool. David Brevik is the kind of developer that made me fall in love with Blizzard and spend so many of my hours on
Diablo 2. I've been playing Path of Exile since closed beta, and ILB is another game that scratches that ARPG itch so
wonderfully. I enjoyed Starbound quite a bit and this is really a wonderful game with a fantastic community. You only need to
watch one stream of David and his wife JQ to see the passion they have for the game. It's come a long way since the early access
days, and there's so much more to come! Incredible game given that there is only one developer.. very trippy and cool!
took me a few minutes to figure out how to create some cool clouds and formations
once you do, its a lot of fun

to the dev:
adding music would be awesome
and the FPS drops a lot in some situations
different sized particles woould be cool too. Its great!!!. Nice way to loose a great portion of time.. Enjoyable game. Great feel
and my kind of genre. Finished satisfied.. It's not bad but not great either. There are many good ideas like team building, but
they were not played out very well. Characters are two-dimentional and lacks depth. You could almost guess what a certain
person would say or do in a certain situation. Their "big secrets" does nothing to make them more interesting or attractive. And
the most important thing: story just gets blander and blander after each chapter.. It's a puzzle game of an age-old concept.

You run from wall to wall to collect all the money in the level, then go to the revealed exit, while avoiding traps. There's some
action elements, as grabbing some of the needed money requires proper timing.

The exit only appears after finding all the money, but the location is hidden before that. It would be useful to know beforehand,
for the puzzle nature, so an unnecessary replay of the level could be avoided if it's now unreachable.

It's an okay game, from what I saw. However, I didn't play it to completion, refunding it early. Reason is that I noticed the
achievements are being granted randomly, possibly by idling. I don't wish to encourage that.
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